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From the Director's Desk

fiz; izf'k{kq]

vius izf'k{k.k ds vafre lksiku ij vkids funs'kd ds :i esa vkidks ,d fopkj&eatw"kk nsuk
pkg jgh gwWa ftldh laxrrk vkids dk;Z&{ks= esa fuf'pr gh cuh jgsxhA vius vkSipkfjd izf'k{k.k esa
vkidks cgqr dqN lh[kus dks feyk vc vius dk;Z&{ks= esa og lc okLrfodrk ds /kjkry ij ns[kus
,oa djus dks feysxkA Lej.k jf[k;sxk fd dk;Z&LFky ij lh[kus dh vkSipkfjd izfØ;k cM+h
'kfDr'kkyh gksrh gSA vkids O;fDrRo dk fu[kkj blh vfXuiFk ij pydj vkrk gSA

vkt eq>s vius lkaLd`frd /kjkry ds og [kks, gq, i`"B ;kn vk jgs gSa tgkWa xq:dqyksa ds dqykpk;Z
nh{kkUr mn~cks/ku esa f'k";ksa dks lnSo vk'kkoknh cus jgus dks izsfjr djrs jgs gSaA

lnSo Lej.k jf[k,xk fd vkidks ,d cM+s laxBu dks usr`Ro iznku djuk gSA vkidh fouezrk]
[kqykiu] fu"i{krk] U;k;fiz;rk] ifjJe rFkk ekuoh;rk vkids O;fDrRo dks lnSo u;k vk;ke nsrs
jgsaxsA ikjLifjd bZ";kZ] }s"k ds Hkko vkids fy, cU/kudkjh tathj gSa ftlls nwj jguk vkids Lo;a ds
fgr esa gSA vkRe'yk?kk dk nks"k vkids O;fDrRo dks dyafdr djrk gSA Lej.k jf[k,xk fd vkids
vPNs dk;ksZa dks Lo;a izpkfjr fd;s tkus dh vko';drk ugha gSA

vkidks lnSo Lej.k j[kuk pkfg, fd viuh ÅtkZ dk lapkj djrs gq, dk;Zdkjh thou ds var
rd vkidks ,d vuqdj.kh; O;fDrRo cu tkuk gS tks vuUr rstfLork ls ;qDr 'kfDrokyk i`Foh ij
nwljs lw;Z ds leku izdkf'kr gksA

fo|k fookn; /kue~ enk; 'kfDr% ijs'kke ij ih.kuk;%
[kylL; lk/kks foijhr esrt Kkuk; nkuk; pj{k.kk;~%A

vkids ikl Kku gS] /ku gS rFkk vc vkids ikl 'kfDr Hkh vkus okyh gS ijUrq bu rhuksa fuf/k;ksa
dks iz;ksx ldkjkRed :i esa gh dhft;sxkA vkidh fo|k fookn dk dkj.k ugha gksuh pkfg;s] vkidk
/ku ,oa 'kfDr nwljksa dks ihM+k nsus gsrq ;k Lo;a ds vgadkj dks c<+kok nsus gsrq ugha gksus pkfg;sA
vkidks lw;Z ds leku ,d :i gksuk pkfg;s ,oa lkalkfjd d"V dh ifjfLFkfr esa dHkh fopfyr ugha
gksuk pkfg,A vki Hkh lw;Z ds leku nwljksa dk iFk izdkf'kr djsaA vkids Hkkoh thou ds fy, ;gh esjh
euksdkeuk gSSA

mnsfr lfork rkez% rkezSo izyh;rs
lEirkS p foirkS cgq/kk esd :irkA

eaxye~ Hkosr dY;k.keLrqA

IRTS

“So remain a learner throughout life”

“Your legend travels to far of lands silently & powerfully”

“ ”vk'kk;k% loksZRree~ T;ksfr% fujk'kk ijee~ re%

— vkf kek flag'
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The story about Checking
-

Member Traffic, Railway Board
D.P. Pande

Adversity spurs innovation! Passenger earnings

were way below target and the Railways was facing

a serious financial crisis. What was not known at

that time was that these earning targets were fixed

on some parameters which were not too realistic. In

any case, the need of the hour was not to cry over

spilt milk and crib endlessly about targets, but to find

ways to fulfill them. So the targets remained in place

and the chase - a chase with a five-month handicap!

During detailed deliberations, interesting aspects

on ticket checking came to light. Ticket checking

consists mainly of three elements: people travelling

without tickets, people travelling with improper

tickets, and unbooked luggage. The two latter

aspects (although substantial in scope) are the

easiest to control. The decision was made to focus

on the first aspect (people travelling without ticket).

This aspect may be termed as the "real" ticket

checking effort and the most difficult to implement.

Ticket checking involves various activities which

have to be fulfilled for making it effective. The first

obviously is to sell tickets to passengers desirous of

buying it. This is not as simple as it sounds! Great

strides have been made via IT for booking

unreserved tickets. This has been a massive project

executed across the country by operationalising a

network of terminals connected to a single server

dispensing unreserved tickets of various types. Yet,

the demand for tickets is different at each type of

stations. Broadly, all stations may be classified as

Large [including categories as A1 and A], Medium

[including B,C,D ] and Small [classified as E and F].

The larger stations have a clientele that require

tickets instantly in large numbers, like suburban

passengers. Their numbers are huge and patience

is in short supply!Any delay will lead to a pile-up and

consequently long queues will inevitably follow. The

difficulties may be mitigated to some extent by

providing Season Tickets for days [weekly], months

and even quarters. Yet this pressure remains and

ticket dispensing remains a major issue. A related

issue is cash collection from counters. Returning

exact change can be time-consuming in an

environment where time is of the essence. The

answer lies in rounding-off the fares and

mechanizing dispensation.Abetter idea would be to

have a coin operated vending machine [COVM]

which combines both requirements. To this end, IR

decided to install 4500 COVM's in all large stations

across the country depending upon some threshold

values. For other types of stations, medium and

small, a decision was made to appoint RTBSs i.e.

Rail Ticket Booking Sevaks which eliminates the

need of employing extra staff. That left the small

road-side stations, called 'E' class stations: where

the train passing staff traditionally performs the

function of ticket sale. It has been seen that, in view

of the heavy work load associated with passing

trains, timely ticket sale to desirous passengers is

well-nigh impossible, resulting in people (who are

willing to buy a ticket) travelling without tickets. It

was decided to replicate the RTBS concept to these

stations as STBS, with minor changes. With these

concepts in place, ticket sale to all passengers

would be (by and large) assured. Refinements

would follow - in the form of selling unreserved

tickets through mobile phones, web, etc.

Improvements are a never ending process and drive

change/technology.

The major problem is with ticket checking.

Introduction of more and more trains every year

propels the need for more checking staff to man

additional coaches. This in itself would be a self-

defeating purpose if the objective was to make this

business profitable. The manpower costs would

outstrip the earnings realized. It was felt that the

shortage of staff would have to be met by some

other method and that could only be technology. The

question arose: was such a technology available?

Efforts were made to find one- these are still on-

going. But it was realised that airports have a

scanning system for boarding passes - so do

metros. So why not railways? Once the kind of

technology was visualised, the next objective was to

find the right technology. The objective would be

two-fold: to scan each ticket before a passenger

enters the station platform and the second is to

July-December 2014 Avani
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ensure that the entry through the scan has been

registered on the chart which would finally be in the

possession of the TTE/ conductor before the start of

the journey. This implies that each

passenger would be checked before he/she actually

boards a train, in fact, before he/she even enters the

station. While not eliminating the workload of the

staff, this would definitely reduce it drastically. It

would also ensure that only passengers

enter the station platform thus eliminating the

congestion at platforms, the provision of amenities

for a disproportionate number of people and

unwanted/ unlawful crowds at FOBs.

The other option that was considered was to provide

a ticket checking device at the entry of each coach

where a passenger has to 'swipe' his/her ticket at

the door of the coach. This device may or may not be

linked to the computer preparing the reservation

chart. At least, it will ensure only

passengers. However, the need for checking might

still remain.

It was decided that the first option was more

desirable and needed to be pursued. Thereafter. all

sorts of grave scenarios were foretold. It was told

that the provision of a technical barrier at the time of

entry to the station would lead to its own problems -

not agreed to. Fears were voiced about the porous

nature of stations open on all sides - these were

again overruled since a major portion of the

passengers enter normally.

The more serious issues are:

The right

technology is one which can check tickets while

simultaneously updating the database in the

computer. This would require a scanner and a

barcode identity on the ticket. The alternative - a

manual entry, would negate the very theory of

manpower requirement. The technology has yet

to be established and proven. The efforts are

underway.

Technically, a wait-listed

passenger is not allowed to board a train/ coach

unless berths are available in which case his

ticket gets confirmed. In case it is to happen

against a last minute cancellation or a confirmed

bonafide

bonafide

bonafide

-

-

Finding the right technology:

Allowing wait-listed passenger to pass this

tech-barrier:

passenger not turning up, then the reservation

should be handed over to an RAC passenger.

Only then the wait-listed passenger gets a

chance. It appears logical, therefore, that we

should not permit such passengers to enter a

platform if they are not going to board the train. A

more fundamental question is: why issue wait-

listed tickets at all? This is the scenario in which

we are at present.

Some of the other questions being examined are:

do we issue and check platform tickets?; how much

before the scheduled departure of a train should

passengers be allowed to enter a station so that the

ticket cannot be re-circulated?; etc. The doubts are

endless, only the tenacity to move in the right

direction is required.

Trials were carried out to implement the scheme

manually pending availability of technical aids. It

was decided to provide a bank of manually operated

gates through which all passengers would pass,

have their tickets checked and ticked on charts

provided to TC's manning these 'gates'. The

objective was to have a gate system manually

operated wherein all the benefits of a technology

driven system could be replicated. This means that

a small group of static staff would man these gates

and simultaneously check five to six trains. It was

decided to conduct this experiment at dead-end

stations (for ease of implementation) and of different

types: small, medium and large. The trials were

monitored by senior officials across the country. The

results threw up all the problems envisaged, e.g.,

congestion at entry points since majority of the

passengers arrived within half an hour before

departure of each train; segregating reserved and

unreserved passengers; time to check each

passenger and tally with chart of each train and

coach. It was a nightmare and finally abandoned.

But the lessons learnt are interesting. It is

increasingly clear that the idea is a good one and a

step in the right direction. It has multiple spin off

benefits - reduced congestion on platforms and

FOB's; provision of adequate passenger amenities

commensurate with actual travelers; security

related issues of restricted entry and baggage

scanning; reduction in manpower required for

trains, etc. The problem now lies in effective

implementation. Let us hope it succeeds.

Avani July-December 2014
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Defence of the Public Sector In India :
The Public vs Private Debate

- Dr. Kalpana Dube
ED/Finance, RDSO

It is a somewhat disturbing trend in the flourishing

print media of this country that contributors who are

engaged with the private sector otherwise, write

long articles criticising the Government and its

systems.

Running down public systems in India is a common

malady. There are several armchair critics of the

Indian public sector who pontificate and wring their

hands in despair against the “

and the government in

general.

They are a flourishing tribe in the print media

because there seems to be a ready readership for

such biased, anti Government writings. These self-

appointed auditors of the Indian government

ruminate about the sad state of governance and

even quote exaggerated figures of non performance

by dishonest bureaucrats. One wise critic is of the

view that of the government

staff is corrupt and inefficient.

These wise writers apart from being ill informed

have not even attempted to understand the ethos

and spirit of public service in this country which has

sustained the Indian social and economic

framework so far.

The private sector in India escapes scrutiny firstly

because it is neither accountable to the people of

this country nor to the Parliament. It publishes very

little data about its doings or wrong doings which

can facilitate the intelligent elite of the country to

dwell on the evils of the private sector as well. In

comparison it is easy to do so for the public

systems in India because data is freely available

and Government in any case self audits itself

scrupulously. It is therefore quiet convenient to bash

up the public sector .

In the noisy, acerbic and raucous nation that we

have become, it is fashionable to blast the

government employees and the government

employers for their “incompetence”.

evil, corrupt

Government employees”

ninety seven percent

The position can be summed up neatly with Winston

Churchill's famous lines:

Let us illustrate through some examples. One of the

largest business conglomerates of India recently

made a grandiose announcement that it had

decided to allow its executives the luxury of availing

Saturday as a holiday. What a beautiful noble

gesture of corporate ethos and HR practices of

private sector India. Incidentally this private sector

behemoth is so cash rich that it does not know how

to spend its money and has run out of investment

options. What “employee friendly practices are

being followed in middle rung private sector

companies in India is anybody's guess. These are

Grand Temples of 21 Century India – temples of a

different architecture and work ethos than those

envisaged by our forefathers after Independence.

One has heard of several horror stories where bright

educated youngsters are made to toil so hard that

they have had major health breakdowns and their

simple middle class parents are suffering in silence

because there is no recourse to social security or

pensions for these medically incapacitated unlucky

individuals. One such hapless soul had permanent

renal failure due to continuous high blood pressure.

He was in his mid thirties. Another 28 year old

returning late at night from a corporate office in

Mumbai suffered a massive heart attack. Others

who are lucky and physically sturdier often see their

marriages collapsing due to the work pressures,

deadlines and late night parties to keep up with their

bosses. One has not read a word on these social,

economic and moral hazards of the harassed Indian

employed with the private sector. These poor souls

are at the mercy of a ruthless, dog -eat dog

corporate “work ethos” of the private sector in India.

Rather success stories of the corporate world with

some dubious profitability figures are flashed

around in the Annual business statements. Where

Lies have a way of

travelling halfway across the globe before truth even

has a chance to put its pants on.

st

July-December 2014 Avani
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do the lies begin and where do they end is any right

thinking individual's guess.

The public sector employment is humane and

considerate and in turn begets employees who are

accustomed to demonstrating just, humane and

ethical behaviour. In fact a senior Government

functionary was overheard saying that it is the most

noble thing to work the Government because at

least the Government you to remain a human

being and not become some blood thirsty predator,

trained to outdo competitors at any cost and through

any means –evil or not so evil.

The public sector India treats the female employees

with respect. Recently the Central Government

further relaxed maternity leave rules for its female

workers authorising a two year maternity leave to

raise their children. These grateful employees in

turn, groom their children in such a way that leaves

the nation proud.

One needs to do some serious research on the

lakhs of defence sector and the railway sector

employees of class III and Class IV level, whose

kids have done amazingly well in return for the

modest salary their army fathers or the

railway guards brought home. These children were

able to study peacefully and rise to amazing heights

in their careers by cracking extremely tough

engineering and medical entrance examinations

among other options.

Any social scientist worth his salt can do some data

crunching to establish the facts as to how this kind of

public employment has managed to raise

thousands of educated children In India who can

now pay back the nation through their education

and improved living standards.

It may now be time instead to ask some hard hitting

questions from the “efficient and competent private

sector” in India.

1. Why did the ever- so- popular calendar of a well

known Corporate house in India come out this

year with pictures of semi nude girls when

hundreds of its employees lost their jobs and

their daily bread last year? No doubt the

answer could be that the private sector

delivers no matter what the circumstances.

for

allows

subedar

always

2. Why was the private sector portion of the Delhi

Metro halted on tracks just because profits did

not start flowing within the first three months of

its operations? That too with tickets which were

priced almost three times the rate of the public

sector wing of the Delhi Metro? It's the service

ethos of the private sector of course.

3. Why were premium road sector projects

bagged by corporate giants who quoted heavy

premiums initially, only to wriggle out later on

realising that profits will not start flowing within

the first twelve months of commercial

operation?

Enormous public sector man hours were

wasted in going through the bidding process so

that there could be a fair and transparent

tendering process and each clause of tender

document could be explained to the Central

Vigilance Commission if the need arises. Who

will bear the cost of these lost tenders and long

winded contract agreements with several

hundred hours of sweat and effort down the

drain? The “inefficient” public sector no doubt.

4. Why is the efficient money spinning automobile

sector in India witnessing so much labour

unrest? Because the temporary contractual

workers are engaged at the mercy of the MNCs

and they can be fired at will. And pray why are

these workers agitating – so that they can also

avail of some minor benefits such as children

tuition fee compensation as paid to the regular

employees in the same plant. And pray why

they are behaving like Oliver Twist –

, our intelligent elite may question. Why

can't they behave like efficient, competent

private sector employees?

We should be talking of more Governance and

more government employees and not less. We

should be talking of fair wages and humane

employment conditions in the private sector.

Why is it that even the of the

net profit to be allocated for Corporate Social

Responsibility has not been found to be spent

by the efficient private sector in India and the

Government has been forced to re write the

Company's Act and making a minimum 2 %

spend mandatory for the private sector.

asking for

more

one percentage

Avani July-December 2014
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Why have the guardians of corporate

accountability despite drawing hefty salaries

and perks as independent directors on

companies” Boards failed in their duties and not

protested about corporate wrong doings and

malpractices while participating in the Board

meetings of big corporate houses?

Why private Universities and large private

hospitals sitting on generously donated public

land of this country by various state

Governments are not moderating their fees

structure and other charges to benefit the large

masses of this country?Amajor private hospital

chain was fined several years later when it was

found through a Public Interest Litigation that

the 25 % beds it was supposed to reserve for

the poor patients,

, And it continued to prosper through

its lavish fee structure.

The tales are endless and one should hang

ones head in shame and shed tears of outrage

and despair as to how the private sector in this

country has miserably failed to rise to the

expectations of the citizens of this country. One

has to speak up and to show the mirror to the

intelligentsia who obsess endlessly about the

evils of government systems. They need to

probe a little deeper and observe the ground

realities a little more seriously before waxing

eloquent about the misdeeds of the public

sector and its incompetence.

it never did so even for a

single year

What this nation needs is better policing and

more constables and inspectors who get at

least one weekly off and a decent house to live

in while doing their relentless duty in the

scorching sun. The nation needs more food

inspectors to check food adulteration and to

check the rampant greed of the private sector.

The nation needs well paid drug inspectors to

check the rapacity of the drug manufacturers

playing with the lives of Indian patients through

fake and substandard drugs.

The nation needs more public sector teachers

and Public University lecturers to talk with

conviction about values and nation building

through proper use of education. The nation

does not need “efficient” private Universities

charging exorbitant fees in exchange for air

conditioned classrooms and five star mess

facilities to compensate for poor teaching.

It is high time the intelligentsia of this country starts

focusing on the private sector and what it is

supposed to deliver to the nation apart from net

profitability for its shareholders. It is equally

important to have an attitudinal shift in perspective

relating to public systems, the public sector and its

employees.

The truth, as they say, may be browbeaten but can

never be defeated.

Satyamev Jayate

July-December 2014 Avani
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Know your IRTS Probationers
(IRTS 2011 Batch)

SN Photo Profile Comments by Fellow officers

A.SHRI DHAR

D.O.B. – 10-05-1979

Qualifications – MA

(Geography)

He is very a responsible guy.

Has lately (at the age of 35 only) found interest in

Gymming.

1.

ABHAY SHARMA

D.O.B. – 24-12-1985

Qualifications – B. Tech

(Mech.)

The Argumentative Indian.

Encyclopedia of Government specially Railway

Rules.

2.

ADITYA KR. CHAUDHARY
D.O.B. – 24-04-1982
Qualifications – B.Tech

A good Photographer.3.

AJAY KUMAR PAL
D.O.B. – 19-10-1987
Qualifications – MA

This Guy always wants proper value for his money,
even a single pie. After all its hard earned money.
His watch has set the trend for all Grooms-to-be.

4.

AKHILESH KUMAR
TRIPATHI
D.O.B. – 11-07-1985
Qualifications –

B.Sc.(Engg.)(Elec.)

Known as the only IRSEE Probationer amongst
IRTS Probationers.
Knows everything about Commercial and
Operating and Mechanical and Electrical and ……

5.

AKSHAT MALIK
D.O.B. – 06-06-1986
Qualifications – Ph.D
(pursuing)

''Andre-the-Giant'' of the Batch.
When he enters the Gym, the machine feels the
Heat.
Best Possible Grind of a Stephanian and a JNU
leftist.

6.

AMAN VERMA
D.O.B. – 30-06-1988
Qualifications – B.Tech
(Civil)

The 'Shayar of the Batch'. Does not leave the stage
until his shayari is complete.
Got 'DRM' post on first day of Probation.

7.

AMITESH ANAND
D.O.B. – 24-02-1982
Qualifications – B.Sc.

From Chhapra by birth and from US by Accent.
When he is playing game, he will get at least one
fracture and will only fall 20 times.

8.

Avani July-December 2014
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ASHWINI KUMAR

PANDEY

D.O.B. – 23-11-1983

Qualifications – BE

This NRI is always on 'top & top'.

Poet and Rock singer at heart but shy to exhibit

his talent.

His favorite song is '

Uncha Khiladi

'Saat Samundar Paar …

10.

ATUL YADAV

D.O.B. – 06-04-1983

Qualifications – BA

He always discusses powers of IRTS and

Challenges before IRTS fraternity.

11.

AVANISH
D.O.B. – 14-02-1982
Qualifications – B.Sc., MA

A very decent Gentleman.
He is a very good Volleyball player.

12.

BASAVARAJ M
D.O.B. – 02-08-1982
Qualifications – M.Sc.

This guy is termed as 'His Highness' by all. Sets his
own standards which are not achievable by others.
Calculates each calorie he takes and spends it
accordingly.
A T20 match can be played during the time he
spends in bathroom.

13.

BHASKAR REDDY
PINREDDY
D.O.B. – 09-09-1985
Qualifications – B.Tech

Most decent guy of the batch but has been spoiled
in IRTS as there is no girl to take advantage of his
decency.

14.

BOOPATHIRAJA M
D.O.B. – 10-06-1986
Qualifications – B.Sc.

When any batchmate remembers food while in train,
he remembers Bhoops.
His lively personality turns every negativity into
positivity.

15.

CHETAN TANEJA
D.O.B. – 20-11-1988
Qualifications – BE

A very good dancer, a very cool guy.
Nobody understands what he says while giving a
presentation in the class.
Gets attention of girls in no time but is not able to
encash it.

16.

DEVANAND YADAV
D.O.B. – 05-6-1982
Qualifications – MA
(Acharya)

After 18 months of Probation, nobody yet knows his
marital status.
He has done a makeover (as far as his clothes are
concerned) recently. It has turned him into a
smarter guy.

17.

ASHISH DHANIA

D.O.B. – 12-7-1980

Qualifications – BE, MBA

He is the master in giving deal in PPP & PPT.

''Sun Ek Deal Hai''.

9.
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HARI KRISHNAN R

D.O.B. – 20-5-1988

Qualifications – B.Tech

(Elec.)

Potter as we call him.

Unorthodox, Socialist.

great Sportsman.

19.

HIRADE PRADIP

SHAHAJI

D.O.B. – 01-06-1984

Qualifications – M.Sc.

He is a very calm guy.

Engagement has prompted him to hit the gym.

20.

IMTEYAZ ALAM
D.O.B. – 04-01-1980
Qualifications – BE, MBA

Bhai Jaan is a very good urdu poet.
He is sensitive towards feelings of people specially
poors.

21.

JITENDRA MEENA
D.O.B. – 31-07-1985
Qualifications – MA

He never speaks anything and when he speaks,
everybody just listens.

22.

KARTIK VASANT
HEGADEKATT
D.O.B. – 08-05-1987
Qualifications – MBBS

The 'Born Innovator' of the Batch.
Every time throws a new Idea which nobody can
think of.
His dance moves are 'world famous' in the Batch.

23.

KULDEEP SHARMA
D.O.B. – 15-04-1988
Qualifications – B.Sc.
(Electronics)

Known as 'Fauji' because he was previously
working on a very-very important post known as
'Assistant Controller of Defence Accounts'.
He will surely spend close to 6-8 years in Probation.

24.

MAHESH CHAND
JEWALIA
D.O.B. – 26-01-1985
Qualifications – BA

Every other person spells/orates his surname
incorrectly which he hardly likes.
Every batchmate is concerned about 'How will he
survive/work in Southern Railway'.

25.

MANASPURE SHIVRAJ
PRADEEPRAO
D.O.B. – 29-06-1983
Qualifications – MD
(Physiology)

Known as 'Doc Sahab'.
Remembers entire G&SR, Operating manual,
Commercial manual, Railway Act, etc. etc. etc.
While discussion, he can remind you of Article No.
…, Para No. …, Sub-para No. …, Sub-clause …

26.

GARGI CHAUHAN

D.O.B. – 25-5-1988

Qualifications – BE

The sweet and simple torch bearer of the Batch.

But she is always confused and keeps falling and

hurting herself.

Since she is the only lady in the batch, hence no

`Proxies' for her.

18.
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NISHANT NARAYAN

D.O.B. – 07-12-1980

Qualifications – LLB

The NRI Probationer of the batch.28.

PATIL YUVRAJ RAVINDRA

D.O.B. – 28-07-1985

Qualifications – B.Tech

He is one of the most innocent guys of the batch.

Talks to his father on the phone for long hours.

29.

RAHOOL ALWAL
D.O.B. – 17-01-1987
Qualifications – B.Tech.

A very hard working guy and a good dancer.
Every faculty asks the reason for 2 Os (double O)
in his name and that remains a mystery.

30.

RAJNEESH KUMAR
SRIVASTAVA
D.O.B. – 01-8-1983
Qualifications – M.Tech.

This Launda from Gonda can't eat without forks
and spoons.
Jave Habib personally comes to cut his hair.

31.

RAMBABU VAVILAPALLI
D.O.B. – 01-01-1979
Qualifications – MBA

Known as the experienced guy.
He is a very good wicket keeper.

32.

RAUSHAN KUMAR
D.O.B. – 15-08-1983
Qualifications – BE

I wish IRITM were in Patna or at least Patna
University in Lucknow.
My marriage this year intensified these wishes.

33.

RUPESH KUMAR
D.O.B. – 01-03-1984
Qualifications – MA

He will make a 'Sleep Siding' as soon as he gets
posted in the Division.

34.

SACHIN KR. MISHRA
D.O.B. – 02-05-1984
Qualifications – MA

Studied from Delhi School of Economics but in
Geography.
A very confident guy with a great sense of humor.
'Getting Scolded' is his favorite hobby.

35.

NILA SWAPNIL

DHANRAJ

D.O.B. – 22-02-1987

Qualifications – MBBS

He has been given the title of 'Sir Nila' by the Batch.

He is an institution in himself.

Not only can he organize an event on his own but

also read the welcome address and the vote of

thanks and still manages to take care of the faculty.

27.
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SAMBEET SAURAV

NAYAK

D.O.B. – 24-06-1985

Qualifications – B.Tech.

A chatter box and always ready to pull batchmates'

leg.

'Nightmare of the Batch'.

37.

SANTANU

CHAKRABORTY

D.O.B. – 28-08-1981

Qualifications – BE, MBA

He can manage anyone from GM (Gangman) to

GM (General Manager).

He is doing research on 'Why Ganga flows'.

38.

SARASWATI CHANDRA
D.O.B. – 15-01-1983
Qualifications – BA

A very decent Gentleman. But not as decent as
projected in the popular Hindi Serial.

39.

SATISH V
D.O.B. – 06-10-1982
Qualifications – BVSc.

A master of bunking classes (without getting
caught).
A pure Vegetarian (only in Bhabhi ji's presence)

40.

41. SAURABH JAIN
D.O.B. – 30-6-1986
Qualifications – B.Tech.

He is as knowledgeable as his height.
Always stays positive.

42.

SHIVAM SHARMA
D.O.B. – 22-01-1984
Qualifications – BDS

The most talented, most impressive & most
'Bhokali' person of the batch.
He will create a new post of Member
(Ticket Checking) once he gets promoted to HAG.

43.

SIVAJI ANGURU
D.O.B. – 19-01-1985
Qualifications – MBA

Sivaji : The Boss
The omniscient bird watcher.
The Torch Bearer.

44.

SAKET RANJAN

D.O.B. – 15-12-1981

Qualifications – MA

The of the batch.

Is there any difference between Operating and

Commercial ? Don't worry, I will find once I am

posted.

'Dulhe Raja'36.

SHETE MOTILAL
SAHADEV
D.O.B. – 30-03-1983
Qualifications – MBBS

He was destined to be IRTS-2012 batch but
accidently landed into 2011 batch.
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TUSHAR SARASWAT

D.O.B. – 25-04-1986

Qualifications – CA

High on style though sometimes goes bad.

His love for every other person is more than the

previous one but it peaks only for girls.

'Sharukh Khan' – obsessive with his hair.

46.

VIJAY SINGH

D.O.B. – 07-07-1986

Qualifications – B.Sc.

He is representative of all the Vegetarians of the

batch.

Ensuring justice for the vegetarians is one of his

prime goals.

A very good Hindi Poet.

47.

VIKAS K. KASHYAP
D.O.B. – 01-11-1984
Qualifications – MPhil

He is the hardcore JNUite.
Known for his unfazed temperament

48.

VINOD KUMAR MEENA
D.O.B. – 27-06-1978
Qualifications – MA

A gentleman, shy guy.
Very few know that he is very good dancer.

49.

50. VIRENDRA KADYAN
D.O.B. – 15-7-1985
Qualifications – MBBS

'Cool Guy' …. Nothing more can be disclosed to
public.

51.

SOURAV DEY

D.O.B. – 05-08-1987

Qualifications – B.Tech.

He is a good cook.

The Mathematician IRTS.

45.

YENGKHOM
NABAKISHWAR SINGH
D.O.B. – 01-3-1978
Qualifications – MA
(Pub. Admn.)

He is most innocent guy of the batch.
When incited uses some nice words and
compliments.
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Valedictory Function of IRTS 2011 Batch at IRITM

Member Traffic Sri D.P. Pande giving away Trophies to winners
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Improving Railway Safety Certification System

- Sudhir Kumar
Former CCRS

First rules of the opening of Railways for the

passenger traffic were framed in the year 1933.

Based on these rules for the opening of the

metro rules have been framed. The Metro

Railway Systems are deploying the state of art

technology and the stakeholders are

international. British, French, German and

European system of the safety certification

were studied and certain recommendations are

made to improve the Indian Railways and Metro

Safety Certification System of new assets

before commencing the revenue operations.

1. Preamble:

During the ten years of working in Safety

Commission, many unusual situations

regarding the commissioning of new assets

were encountered by me. Thereafter for the last

three years various assignments such as rules

of opening of Mumbai Mono Rail, Operational

Safety Case of Mono Rail, Legal Framework in

public transportation in India, Safety

Management System in RMGL Gurgaon,

Safety Assessment and Audit in Hyderabad

Metro including development of System level

documents gave an exposure to the European

Norms, Yellow Book of UK, Total Quality

Management in Safety Certification, etc..

Some of the unusual situations encountered

are discussed below;

During the year 2009 CRS did not inspect

any section for about a year, only raising

quarries on the design, welding of rails, etc.

The Chief Administration Officer (CAO) was

in tension since draft audit Para. was made

Ø South Central Railway, Hyderabad- 2009

Cases:

that Rs. 946 Crores have been invested

without getting any project benefits, the

construction contractor was complaining for

keeping the watch and word after completion

of work.

Same thing happened in Southern Railway

in the year 2010. During the month of March

seven projects were awaiting CRS

inspection. It was substantially completed

but there were deficiencies also.

This sort of subjective behavior was possible

because of the lack of detailed guidelines

regarding the opening of new sections.

No boundary is defined on the quarries

raised by CRS.

Coming to the deficiencies in the section

proposed for the opening there are other

extremes also. In the year 2006-07

undersigned was looking after the work of

Western Railway. CAO construction

submitted the completion papers of three

sections in the month of March. When the

site was inspected in the first section free

rails were laid in the section and welding was

in progress. In the next section rails were

being placed on the sleeper. In the third

section sleepers were being adjusted in the

final position.

Further it was learnt that the Western

Railway has shown these projects

completed to the Board. GM without

conforming/ensuring the completion of the

works has certified the completion. He did

not check through DRM or CSO about the

completion of work.

Ø

Ø

Southern Railway, Chennai - 2010 Case:

Western Railway, Mumbai - 2007 Cases:
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Ø

Ø

North Eastern Railway, Gorakpur - 2009

Case:

Hasan-Mangalore Doubling, Bangalore:

Similar thing happened in the year 2009 in

North Eastern Railway Mathra-Kasgunj

gauge conversion. In another case of

Hathuva-Phulwaria the Gorakhpur GM

telephoned that rails have arrived. They will

be welded and put on the sleeper. But the

CRS should inspect immediately. I

requested The Principal Chief Engineer to

visit the section and give the factual position

to sort out the issue.

The construction organization completed

the works. The section was opened at the

normal speed. The open line could not

create the posts so, did not take over for

more than five years even though traffic was

moving in the section. CAO did not have the

maintenance resources hence imposed

speed restriction of 30 Kmph in the newly

constructed sections.

Why this is so? In some cases the inspection

is not being done for even months after

completion of the work and in other cases

inspection is being requested even without

substantially completing the work.

Probably this is one of the reasons why

Indian Railway Commissioning System and

the rules of opening are inadequate.

On the Indian Railways the rules of the opening

were developed in 1933. RDSO was giving full

technical support. The societal acceptance of

the safety targets is also liberal (for example,

about ten persons are getting fatally injure daily

in Mumbai sub-urban Case).

The Metro Act and rules of Metro opening are

also developed based on the Indian Railway

Act and rules of opening. For carriage of the

2. Back ground:

passenger traffic rules are very brief, no

detailed guidelines are available on the lines of

Yellow Book UK to eliminate ambiguity.

Similarly, the rules do not clearly give the

criterion or preparations before inviting the

safety authorities for inspection.

The Metro Railway scenario is entirely different.

The metro railway system must meet the

requirements for the quality of service in terms

of safety, security, comfort, sustainability

economic and environmental aspects. The

legislations are there requiring safety

certification before commencing revenue

services. Normally state of art technology is

used to minimize the maintenance costs. Public

expectations regarding safety and reliability are

high. To develop the world class metro system

best practices and specifications are used. So

there is a mismatch of latest metro technology

with the rules of Metro opening based on the old

railway rules. To bridge the gap one should

synchronize/harmonize the Safety Certification

Process with the global development.

.

In Indian System the Indian Railway Act 1898

and the rules of opening for the carriage of the

passenger traffic are followed. The Metro Act

2002 and rules of Metro opening for the

passenger traffic have been framed based on

above Railway System.

The rules of opening involve submission of the

specified documents to CRS one month prior to

date of commissioning. In Metro Railway

Accordingly the certification systems in UK,

France, Germany, Europe and Hyderabad

Metro was studied and discussed below with a

view to adopt the best features of these

systems for improving the safety certification

system in the metros and railways in India

3. Indian System of Metro and Railway

Safety Certification:

3.1) Overview:
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System a document (Safety Management

System) and SIL 4 Certification for the

Signaling Sub-system is to be submitted to

CMRS. CMRS scrutinizes the documents and

inspects the site by trolley and train. Thus after

satisfying himself through the documents and

inspection CRS/CMRS issues the safety

certification. There after CRS/CMRS inspects

the section normally and annually for safety

audit. The following chart explains the system

briefly;

(i) Since the rules are not detailed,

sometimes the CRSs are asking many

details regarding the design, construction

and testing. There are cases that months

elapse after the completion of work before

Inadequacies:

commissioning of the section. This

causes financial audit problems,

contractual problem of watch and ward

and the wastage of sources.

(ii)The rules of opening do not include

detailed guidelines or criterion to judge

the completion of work before offering it

for the safety inspection. There are cases

that CRS has been invited for inspection

without (i) ensuring the substantial

completion of the work.

Since the present system does not

ensure adequate readiness for

commencing the revenue services, there

are problems after the commissioning the

section as described in the case study of

Hasan- Mangalore section.

Fig.1: Metro Railway Safety Certification in India
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(iii) In the present system CRS is involved

only one month prior to the date of

commissioning. There is no system of

safety assessment during the earlier

phases of the lifecycle. In case of the

state of art metro technology sometimes

one month may be too short a period to

appreciate the technology. This

inadequate time may cause unexpected

delay in the safety inspection of the

completed asset.

(iv)Finally since the international stake

holders are involved, the improved

safety certification should be of world

class standard to reflect the national

image and capability in the infrastructure

management.

The safety Certification System in UK is quiet

similar to the system in India. The differences

are that the HMRI is a regulator (whereas in

India CRS role is only advisory, inspectorial

and recommendatory). Secondly an

Independent Safety Assessor endorsed by

HMRI is involved in the process from

beginning throughout the project life cycle.

4. System of Safety Certification in some

Developed Countries:

4.1) Safety Certification in UK:

4.1.1) Overview of the system:

Fig.2: Certification System in UK

EN50126 and Yellow Book Guidelines on

Management of the Engineering safety

activities issued by RSSB, UK and Transport

Legislations are followed for the safety

certification in UK. Every transporter submits a

System safety case – Evidence of the safety to

HMRI for approval. HMRI after scrutiny of the

documents and site inspection issues safety

certification to the transporter. The certification

is to be renewed after 5 years.

:

The Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974

gives employers a duty to ensure so far as

reasonably practicable, the health safety and

4.1.2) UK Law related to Transportation
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welfare of their employees and of any other

people affected by their work. This often

implies in need to use good practice and

standards.

Under the act various regulations are laid as

given below;

Management of Health and Safety at Work

Regulations 1999.

Construction (Design and Management)

Regulations 1994 (amended 2000).

Railway (Safety Critical Work) Regulations

1994 (amended 2000).

Railways (Safety Case) Regulations 2000

(amended 2001 and 2003).

HMRI is the Safety Regulator for Railways

in UK. His approval is required before

putting new or changed parts of railway in

service.

A job may carry speci f ic safety

responsibilities. These may arise from

legislation, company procedures or a

contract.

These are the fundamentals

and guidelines for the Engineering Safety

Management as per the EN50126 issued by

RSSB (Railway Safety and standards Board),

UK. It contains the organization, process, risk

assessment and risk control fundamentals.

The Yellow Book guides on how to achieve

and demonstrate the safety in an effective and

efficient manner. It gives the guidance on

development of Safety Case also.

“The Yellow Book” is being modified to put all

the fundamentals into practice in applications

where risk is controlled through the standards

and procedures, including those that fall under

the inter-operability directives. The Yellow

·

·

·

·

Yellow Book:

Book fundamental represent good practice in

the engineering safety management. It may

be a useful starting point.

:

The independent Engineer is appointed by the

Government to continuously inspect and

monitor the system development by the

Concessionaire and his sub-contractors. He

continuously inspects and audits to ensure

that the requirements of the Concessionaire's

agreement are adequately complied with. At

the end of the work he issues a certificate that

the work has been completed as per the

agreement and specifications and the system

is fit for use.

IE certifies that the work is completed as per

drawings, specifications and the safety

requirements are met with.

Her Majesty's Railway Inspectorate is the

regulatory body for public transport in UK

appointed by the Government. He regulates,

controls, approves all the Railway works

related to public carriage of the passengers

before the commencing commercial services.

Independent SafetyAssessor is required to be

appointed by the developer in the beginning of

the project as per the requirement of EN50126

and Yellow Book. His appointment is to be

endorsed by HMRI. He assesses the

compliance of safety requirements and plan

throughout the project life cycle as per the

4.1.3) Important constituents of the British

Safety Certification System:

i) IE

ii) HMRI:

iii) ISA:
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agreement. He reviews various designs and

documents regularly and issues an internal

safety certificate that work has been

completed satisfactorily complying with all the

safety requirements and the operator is

capable and ready to commence the revenue

services. After his certification HMRI is to be

approached.

: The role of

the ISAis functional safety assessment as part

of EN. The Yellow Book gives the guidelines.

The CENELEC Standards recommend that

the Independent Safety Assessment is

conduc ted r i go rous l y. The fo rma l

requirements for Independence of ISA are

based on the Safety Integrity Level (SIL). ISA

should at least be managerially independent

up to the board level. ISA needs to be able to

provide an expert, professional opinion

without the vulnerability to commercial, project

or other pressure. The safety policy in UK is

ALARP (risk is controlled to as low as

reasonably practicable).

In compliance to EN50126 & Yellow Book,

Project ISA to be appointed in the beginning.

ISA to be competent, qualified and

independent and appointment to be endorsed

Independent Safety Assessor

by HMRI. ISA will periodically assess SMAs.

ISA issues internal Safety Certification before

approaching HMRI/CMRS.

At the commencement of the project a safety

plan is prepared by the concessionaire to

demonstrate how the safety activities will be

managed throughout the project cycle. It is a

live document and it is regularly updated till the

commissioning of the project. The safety

auditors are checking the compliance of

various activities of project safety plan during

the periodic audits and assessments.

The Project Safety Plan is reviewed by ISA,

the HMRI in the beginning of the project.

A “Project Safety Plan” is prepared to show the

planning for management of safety activities in

all phase of project life cycle. In each phase of

project life cycle these safety management

activities are carried out and a report is

prepared to show the compliance of project

safety plan after every phase. For example, at

the end of Design phase, evidence of safety is

demonstrated in a document called Design

Safety Case. This document shows what has

been done so far is correct and preparation for

ensuring the safety in future phases.

iv) Project Safety Plan
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Fig.3: Project Safety Plan

v) Project Life Cycle Phases

Fig.4: Project Life Cycle Phases

The project is implemented through the various

phases of the life cycle. EN50126 gives thirteen

phases of the project life cycle starting from

Concept to the Disposal. The number of life

cycle phases can be decided based on the

complexity of the project. For example in the

infrastructure projects six phases such as

Concept, design, manufacturing/construction,

commissioning, O&M and disposal are

considered adequate. Compliance of the safety

management is to be demonstrated in each

phase. Thus there are inputs, processes and

deliverables described for the each phase in

EN50126

is a

question to be answered. The objective is to

vi) Safety Policy

“How much safe is safe enough?”
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ensure that the railway industry takes decisions

with a proper balance of safety, performance

and cost and that are consistent, legal, ethical

and workable. It gives the rail industry and other

stake holders a common societal view of what

is acceptable, helping companies to meet their

l e g a l d u t i e s w i t h o u t s p e n d i n g

disproportionately on safety.

In UK and IndiaALARP (As Low as Reasonably

Practicable) risk principle is followed to define

how much safe is safe enough. In UK it is

stipulated that if 1 Million Pound (at year 2001

price level) are required to be spent to save one

fatality, the risk management is considered to

be ALARP. In India there are no such

guidelines. The ALARP related decisions are

taken based on the Judicious Engineering.

The HIRA is the main risk control activity in the

project safety management. The procedure

involves preparation of a preliminary hazard log

by the developer based on past experience and

brain storming. This is shared with the Sub-

System contractors who prepare the Sub-

System Hazard Log and submit to the

concessionaire. All the Sub-system Hazard

Logs are consolidated in the Master Hazard

Log. The Log shows the potential mitigation

measures and the residual risks transferred to

the O&M contractor. It is continuously updated

based on the information available.

The Safety Case is a formal presentation of

evidence, arguments and assumptions aimed

at providing assurance that a system, product

or other change to the railway has met its safety

requirements and that the safety requirements

vii) Hazard Identification and Risk

Analysis (HIRA)

viii) Safety Case

are adequate. The contents of safety case are

,

As per the legislation every developer has to

develop and submit this document to HMRI

before commencing the revenue operations.

The “Safety Case” is regularly updated based

on the activities carried out til l the

Commissioning phase. Thus all the activities of

the manufacturing phase, summary of various

tests, trials, safety verification activities and the

validation activities are included in the Safety

Case. Subsequently report of all the activities,

t r ia ls , tes ts , e tc . done before the

commissioning is included to produce an

Engineering Safety Case of the sub-system.

The Safety Cases of the various sub-systems

including interfaces are consolidated together

to produce the System Safety Case/Project

Safety Case. Thus the System safety Case

demonstrates safety assurance in all the phase

of the Project life cycle. This Safety case is

submitted to the Independent Safety Assessor

and Independent Engineer who give their

findings and recommendations about the

adequacy of arguments and the evidences of

safety in the Safety Case. This is further

submitted to the HMRI.

SMS demonstrates that the systems and

procedures are established to ensure safety

during the O&M through various safety

management activities. SMS is to be prepared

by the O&M contractor and approved by the

safety certifying agencies such as IE, ISA and

Definition of System Safety Management

Report, Quality Management Report,

Technical Safety Report, Related Safety

Case and Conclusion.

iv) Safety Management System (SMS)
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CMRS. It is to be approved before the

commissioning of the system. It is a live

document. It is to be updated throughout the

O&M by the contractor based on various

experiences, lessons learnt from the accidents,

the technological developments etc. Thus it is

to be continuously improved.

SMS contains the management of various

SMAs during operation. To be improved

continually throughout the O&M. SMS is to be

submitted to ISA and CMRS along with other

documents.

In many sectors of the industry, SMS is defined

as a documented risk management process

that integrates operational and technical

systems for the financial and human resources

management in order to ensure system and

public safety. SMS shows how staff on all the

levels is involved and how continuous

improvement of the SMS is ensured.

Fig.5: SMS Organogram

4.2) Safety Certification Process in France:

4.2.1) Overview:

In France the transport developer submits the

design safety case (Definition Safety Case,

System Safety Case) along with the ISA report

to the safety authorities appointed by the

Government. ISA is also accredited and

approved by the Government. The system is

similar to the British System, only the difference

is additional document T&C Safety Case to the

safety authorities. After scrutinizing the safety

case and ISA report the safety prefect inspects

the system and issues the authorization for

commencing the passenger services. The

certificate is to be renewed after every 10

years.
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Fig.6: Safety Certification Process in France

i. Two legislative orders give the content

of safety cases and procedure for the

agreement of ISA.

ii. The safety Definition Case (SDC)

structure and content is imposed by the

legislative order. It establishes the legal

framework proposing the preliminary

Safety and Quality plans and the main

characteristics (functional, technical,

the general safety targets). It also

includes the reference system i.e., set

of regulations, standards, instructions,

etc. applicable for the system. It is a

concept submission to the safety

authority. The assessment of the SDC

by an ISAis not mandatory.

iii. The preliminary safety case (PSC)

specifies the safety targets, the

requirements, the methods and the

principles used to reach them. It

includes the safety and quality, risk

management, reference system, test

program, etc.

ISA (accredited by Government) report is

added to the file. The reports may be

sub-system wise also. The French

Government representative approves

the PSC; the starting point of the works

is given by releasing the funds.

The Safety case is the final document, it

includes SDC and PSC updated. It

demonstrates that the requirements

described in the PSC are fulfilled.

:

The Master Hazard Log is an important part of

the Safety case. A second ISA report delivered

by the ISA is added in this file to summarize the

safety case file gives the assurance that the

system reached the safety target. It is updated

4.2.2) Procedure
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and managed by the operator during the whole

lifecycle.

In some cases another safety case is added at

the beginning of the onsite test. This specific

case authorizes these tests; it demonstrates

that appropriate precautions are taken to

ensure the safety of the public during the tests.

The safety level of the transportation systems is

re-evaluated every ten years. An updated

safety case is produced and submitted to ISA

for assessment. In subsequent significant

modifications the complete process (SDC,

PSC, SC) relative to these modifications for the

safety assessment must be performed.

4.3) Safety Certification Process in

Germany:

4.3.1) Overview: In Germany the safety

certification system is also similar to the British

system except that the Government appoints

two competent independent agencies i.e.

Technical authority and Safety authority. The

Technical authority after scrutinizing the

technical documents and the safety case gives

recommendations to the safety authority. The

safety authority after considering the

recommendations issues the license to the

transporter for carrying the passenger traffic.

The following diagram explains the procedure.

Fig.7: Certification System in Germany

4.3.2) Procedure:

In Germany the operator is required to have a

license granted by the Safety Authority in

agreement with the Technical Supervisory

Authority (TAB). The TAB and the licensing

authority are determined by the Government.

All the infrastructure and vehicles must be

developed and operated in accordance with the

specific regulations of BOStrab(Government
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Body), instructions of the TAB and licensing

authority.

The building works cannot start until the TAB

report demonstrates that the statutory safety

requirements have been met. The TAB may

delegate experts in order to examine the

design, the materials, the safety requirements,

the quality plan and the safety demonstration.

To facilitate the train movement from one

European member state to the another and

developing the common market, the office of

Rail Research ORR has issued ROGS

Regulations (Railway and other guided

transport safety regulations) 2006. The

regulations have placed more reliance on the

standards rather than the risk management on

safety assurance. The process has been

simplified. The safety case regime has been

eliminated. For the authorization of a new

system the developer has to submit the

specified documents. The ROGS has given

certain criterion for demonstrating safety

management in O&M for operators and ECM

(Entity in charge of maintenance). ROGS has

eight sections for the process as described in

subsequent paragraph.

In this system, the developer is supposed to

submit the listed documents for authorization.

The HMRI/CIP scrutinizes the documents

including SMS. Then based on scrutiny of

documents and the inspection he issues

certification to the operator and authorization to

the ECM.

4.4) EU System of Safety Certification:

4.4.1) Why necessitated:

4.4.2) Overview:

Detailed contents of ROGS-2006 are

discussed below :

ROGS 2006 is high level document for the

safety certification and authorization replacing

safety Case regime simplifying the process for

the European Union. It is developed to create a

common framework of the rail safety across the

European Union, aims at removing technical

problems in running the trains between

member states. Another important aspect was

development of the common European Rail

Transport market. The salient features of

various chapters in ROGS 2006 are as follows:

Chapter I: Safety Management System to be

prepared as per the size and nature of

business (included in rules of Metro Opening

finalized in January, 2013.

Chapter II: Safety Verification: The safety

assurance process involving competent

independent person is similar to Indian

System.

Chapter III: The Safety certification and

Authorization: The Safety Case Regime has

been replaced with higher level Safety

certificates and documents.

Chapter IV: Risk Assessment: It is same as

the risk management in the Yellow Book

earlier. The TSIs for various subsystems

have been developed. If one complies the

TSIs certified by the accredited body no

further risk management or safety case is

required.

Chapter V: Annual Report: The Operator is

required to submit their safety performance

annual report to the regulator.

Chapter VI: Co-operation: All the stake

holders in the transport system to co-

·

·

·

·

·

·
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operate to ensure the safety during the

operation.

Chapter VII: Safety Critical Work: The safety

critical work to be done by the competent

and fit workers not affected by fatigue.

Chapter VIII: Entities In Charge of

Maintenance (ECM): this amendment has

come recently. It states that all the vehicles

should be registered in the National Vehicle

Register. ECMs should be registered in the

National Vehicle Register. The ECM will be

legally bound to maintain the concerned

vehicle in fit and safe condition. Thus

process of the safety certification is

simplified in European Union.

The ROGS regulations require evidence of the

management capabilities of an applicant to

operate safely. The duty is a high level one. A

satisfactory application will provide clear and

coherent evidence that there is a safety

·

·

Procedure:

management system (SMS) in place capable of

delivering safely and will provide “signposts” to

where more detailed information can be found

with references to the metro procedure,

standards and O&M manuals. SMS provides

the confidence in the applicant's capability.

Accordingly SMS has been added in the

documents to be submitted to CMRS before

commissioning in the rules of metro opening.

ORR is required to notify the applicant of its

decision within four months of receiving the

documents and comments from the affected

parties.

ROGS has stipulated the criterion for the

operators and maintainers (ECM) to

demonstrate the safe operation of metro

system. The applicant has to map this criterion

in the O&M manuals, documents, procedures,

etc. The criterion guides the applicant about the

aspects, the safety certifiers are looking for

certifying the safety.

Fig.8: ROGS 2006 European System
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European Law (as it applies to railways):

T e c h n i c a l S p e c i f i c a t i o n s f o r

Interoperability (TSIs)

The European Union (EU) has issued

directives (96/48/C, 2001/16/EC and

2004/50/EC) on railway interoperability to

make it easier to run the trains across borders

and to sell railway products across Europe. The

Railways (Interoperability) High Speed

Regulations 2002 (HSR) have included

96/48/EC in UK law. Further regulations are

being developed to include the other directives

in UK law. These directives do not apply to light

rail and metros.

Where they apply, the directives say that on the

trans-European high-speed and Conventional

rail systems, certain parts of the railway (called

subsystems) and certain railway products

(called interoperability constituents) must meet

certain essential requirements. This is intended

to make sure that the parts of the railway work

together. The essential requirements include

safety. The directives are supported by

. TSIs currently apply to

interoperability constituents and the following

sub systems.

Maintenance

Infrastructure

Energy

Operations

Rolling Stock;

Command, control and signaling

systems.

The notif ied body appointed by the

organization needs to check that the relevant

parts of the TSI have been met. In UK the

Department for Transport maintains the list of

·

·

·

·

·

·

N o t i f i e d B o d i e s a n d H M R I g r a n t s

authorizations.

Some times the risk comes completely within

the accepted standards that define agreed

ways of controlling it. When a sub-system or

interoperability constituent is fully specified by

the TSI, then showing that you have met these

standards will be enough to meet the legal

obligations. For example the electrical safety of

the ordinary office equipment is normally

shown by meeting the Electrical Standards.

Thus, there are no obvious and reasonably

practicable ways of reducing the risk further. In

such cases, the Safety Case is not required to

be prepared.

Hyderabad Metro was planned to be

commissioned under TramwayAct. TheAndhra

Pradesh Government has specially developed

AP Municipal Tramway Act 2009 by adopting

good features of Mysore Tramway Act and

Delhi Metro Act. Accordingly, in the

Concessionaire's Agreement UK system of the

safety certification, i.e. appointment of

Independent Safety Assessor as per the

guidelines of Yellow Book UK was planned.

But later, it was decided to develop the L&T

Hyderabad Metro under Metro Act 2002.

According to Metro Act, the technical planning

and approval is assigned to the Ministry of

Rai lways and safety cert i f icat ion to

Commissioner of Railway Safety. Rules of

Metro Railway opening for carriage of the

passenger traffic were developed on the basis

of Indian Railway opening rules. These were

4.4.1) The Role of Standards in Safety

Assurance:

5. Hyderabad Metro Hybrid System:
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further amended in January, 2013. Having

decided to adopt the Metro Act, the safety

certification process was required to follow the

Indian Metro System.

Thus, Hyderabad Metro is being subjected to

both the Indian as well as UK System of safety

certification. In addition, a Safety Consultant

EPTISA is appointed by HMRL representing

state government to audit the compliance of

safety requirements in CA at the end of design

and construction phase and once during

operation.

Fig.9: Hyderabad Hybrid Metro Certification System

5.1) Overview:

As explained above the Hyderabad Metro

System is deploying the most robust safety

management system. It is using British as well

as Indian System of the safety certification. In

addition a safety consultant has been

appointed by the state Government to

periodically audit the compliance of safety

requirements by the Concessionaire and his

Vendors.
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Fig.11: Hyderabad Metro Safety Certification Process

6. Appreciation of European and Indian

Safety Certification Systems:

(i) The European System is well

structured; the guidelines are issued

to rules and regulations. The Yellow

Book is withdrawn at present and is

being modified to align with the ROGS

Regulations.

(ii) The British System is like Total Quality

Management (TQM) where as in the

Indian System the CRS is involved in

the process only one month prior to the

date of Commissioning as per the

rules of opening.

(iii) In British System Operational Safety

Case (OSC) and safety Management

System (SMS) are submitted to HMRI

to demonstrate adequate readiness

for commencing the commercial

operations.

(iv) The European System stipulates four

months time to HMRI scrutinize the

documents, where as Indian System

stipulated one month only for CMRS

scrutiny of documents.

(v) In British System ISA and IE

continuously monitor and audit the

various technical and safety activities

throughout the project life cycle. They

certify the completion of works and

readiness of the operator for

commencement of the safe operation

before approaching HMRI. In Indian

System there is no such internal

completion verification by the

I n d e p e n d e n t a g e n c y b e f o r e

approaching CRS.
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7. Recommendations for improving

Safety Certification System in India:

(i) The rules of opening should be better

structured and detailed as Yellow

Book so as not to leave much

discretion to CRS.

(ii) There should be third independent

agency to certify the compliance of

work between CAO and CRS such as

IE or ISA. In railway system institution

of the CSO can be ut i l ized

approaching the CRS.

(iii) One can consider the Yellow Book

system i.e. preparation of safety cases

as in UK or France in case of the

documents is to be submitted to

CMRS.

(iv) Posting of the CSO may be endorsed

by CMRS. Even on the construction

work CSO may audit 6-monthly and

submit reports to CRS to ensure the

safety management during the project

life cycle.

(v) The questionnaire attached with the

rules of opening needs thorough

revision on the lines of the O&M

criterion in ROGS – 2006.

(vi) ISAs/IEs may be accredited by

MOR/MOUD as has been done for

S&TC by RDSO. Employing the

services of competent ISAs/IE will

facilitate the certification of the new

technologies being used in Metros to

facilitatte CRS certification.

(vii) In the rules of Metro opening, the

documents submitted to CMRS at

least 4 months prior to COD to the

extent possible as in ROGS-2006.

Some guidelines on the time limit

between submission of documents to

CMRS and Inspection report should

be included in the rules of metro

opening.

(viii) SMS submission to CMRS & SIL 4

certification to S&T by ISAadded in the

metro rules, same may be considered

in the rules of opening for Indian

Railways also.

1. EN50126 Railway Applications, The

specification and demonstration of

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and

Safety (RAMS).

2. Engineering Safety Management(The

Yellow Book), Fundamentals and

Guidance, Issue 4, published by Railway

Safety and Standards Board on behalf of

the UK Rail Industry.

3. Assessment Criteria for Safety Certificate

and Authorization applications for

mainline railways April 2011 published by

the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR).

4. MetroAct- 2002.

5. Rules of opening Metro Railway for

Carriage of Passenger Traffic.

6. RailwayAct-1898

7. Rules of opening Railway for Carriage of

Passenger Traffic.

8. Rail and Other Guided Transport Safety

Regulations-2006

8. References:
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Construction of an undersea Bed Railway Tunnel
from India to Sri Lanka

- Dr. Kartik Hegdekatti
IRTS 2011 Batch

Sri Lanka

Illustration- courtesy: Wikipedia

The Sethusamudram project consists of

dredging operations, on the Palk Strait across

what is known as the Adams Bridge. This is

supposed create a canal across the strait. It will

facilitate movement of ships from the western to

the eastern coast of India without the need

tocircumambulateSri Lanka. This is supposed

to save ship travel by thousands of miles

annually. But unfortunately this project has run

into some controversy which is religious as well

as political in nature. Instead of dredging on the

Palk Strait(which may be an emotional issue for

many people) there is another option. That

option can reap political, economic and

strategic benefits equal to or even more than

that obtained by dredging the Palk Strait. A Rail

Tunnel can be drilled under the sea bed (land

under the sea) from India to Sri Lanka

connecting Dhanushkodi on Indian side to

Talaimannar on the Sri Lankan side.

There have been Precedents before:

Thames Tunnel: The oldest underwater

tunnel in the world. (0.4km)

Severn Tunnel (3.62 km)

Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel (23

miles (37 km)), connecting Virginia

Beach with the Eastern Shore of Virginia

Cross Harbour Tunnel, Hong Kong, a

busy road tunnel

Seikan Tunnel, (53.9 km).

Sydney Harbour Tunnel (2.8 km) .

Busan–Geoje Fixed Link, world's

deepest I immersed road tunnel (48 m

below mean water level).

Channel Tunnel, (37.9 km).

Tokyo Bay Aqua-Line, world's longest

undersea portion road tunnel (9.6km).

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·
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·

·

Marmaray, connectingAsia and Europe.

M a r i n a C o a s t a l E x p r e s s w a y,

Singapore's first undersea tunnel.

If this tunnel is built, then it will become the

first international under sea bed tunnel in

Asia.

The advantages of such a project are manifold.

First of all; Environmental costs. The cost of

dredging in the Palk Strait has heavy

environmental repercussions. There will be

increased turbidity of the sea due to the

dredging operations. Increased pollution of that

area due to increased movement of ships in

that region will take place. This will harm the

rich and fragile ecosystem of the Palk Strait. But

if an underground Tunnel under the sea bed is

drilled from India to Sri Lanka right under the

Adams Bridge (Rama's bridge) we can forego

the need to dredge the Palk Strait.

Environmental cost almost becomes nil as the

Tunnel is under the sea bed.

It is true that the purpose of a dredging

operation on Adam's Bridge is much different

than the purpose of drilling an undersea bed

Tunnel from India to Sri Lanka. Let us see them

in perspective.

A dredging operation will lead to better

connectivity between the east and west coast of

India, it will be national in scope, and it will

reduce travel time and fuel costs. Whereas an

undersea bedRail Tunnel improves North-

South connectivity Not to mention that it will be

a project international in scope. One may point

out that both the projects are not truly

comparable. But I only want to draw

comparisons in terms of the environmental and

political costs (not to mention religious

controversy) as well as the greater, large scale

and long-term nature of the purpose that an

undersea bedTunnel between India and Sri

Lanka can achieve.

Secondly the economic implication of

connecting India and Sri Lanka by land

(Technically under the seabed) is immense.

India needs more deep water ports. These

ports can provide berthing facilities to an

expanding Indian shipping fleet

Through a rail connection, Indian ships can

operate through already developed Sri Lankan

ports. People from both India and Sri Lanka will

be positively benefitted. The movement of

people, goods, services and money through

this Tunnel wi l l fac i l i ta te economic

development of the entire South Asian region

as a whole. This will just be the beginning in the

formation of a South Asian Free Trade Zone.

Hence, by connecting the two countries the first

step in this direction can be taken.

Third, the strategic implications of this Tunnel

for both India and Sri Lanka will be immense.

India and Sri Lanka can, by constructing this

Tunnel jointly, assure each other and the World

that their development is in everyone's interest.

Sri Lanka can obtain a very large market for its

Products (l ike Tea and Texti le) and

Services(like Tourism and Port services) in

India(and hence rest of Asia) at a lower cost.
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This way, India can also bring the Sri Lankan

people into the South Asian Mainstream, also

reassuring them of the benign nature of India's

magnanimous power. Plus there will also be a

great amount of political goodwill that will be

generated in favour of India in Sri Lanka and

vice versa. This will reduce the sense of

alienation that Sri Lanka may have experienced

(real or imagined) for a long time.

Moreover, Indian and Sri Lankan economic

initiatives with stakeholders like business

houses, workers, and service providers will

receive a great fillip if the Tunnel is built. Indian

and Sri Lankan ($170 bn) economies will be

linked. Huge boost to movement of people,

services, goods and money will occur. Sri

Lanka has Indian gauge (1676mm) as also

1,500 kms of Railway Lines, hence convenient.

The Project will generate direct permanent

employment for thousands of youngsters on

both the sides of the Palk Strait. (A study shows

that one billion dollars in construction

investment generates around 25,000-30,000

direct jobs). And the indirect employment

benefits will run into millions of jobs created.

The project will be helpful for inclusive

economic growth in both countries. Economic

interdependency will lead to increased trust on

each other. Indian markets can expand as Sri

Lanka has vast economic potential. The deep

sea ports of Sri Lanka can cater to Indian

markets by extension if this Tunnel becomes a

reality (Indian Ports are very well connected).

Similarly, Indian ports can accommodate Sri

Lankan needs, earning valuable foreign

exchange for India.

Thus the Deep sea ports of Sri Lanka will

become an asset for India and vice-versa.5

deep sea ports in Sri Lanka can cater to Indian

market by extension. The ports of

Kankesanturai, Trincomalee, Batticaloa,

Hambantota, and Colombo (shown in figure)

can cater to Indian needs and decongest Indian

ports which are choked with freight traffic. This

Tunnel initially consisting of Railway lines can

be later expanded to incorporate pipelines,

electricity and telecommunications lines etc.

thus; the peninsular sub-continent and South

Asia will become connected in a real sense.

At the outset, it may appear that building a

Bridge over Palk Strait rather than drilling an

undersea bed tunnel is easier and beneficial.

Cost wise it may not be much different. But,

safety-wise and in the long-term a tunnel is

more enduring, safe and workable. A long

bridge (about 30 kms) across the sea is

vulnerable to the vagaries of nature. It is

thought that the Natural Bridge that was

existing earlier was destroyed by a cyclonic

storm around the 15 century A.D. not only is a
th
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long bridge across a sea vulnerable to cyclones

but also to Tsunamis. Moreover, by building a

bridge the movement of ships (whichever can

move there now) will become problematic. A

bridge can also become an artificial barrier for

the movement of marine organisms. The

process of building a Bridge itself may cause

pollution and harm the fragile ecosystem of the

region.

If a Tunnel is built, this will only be the second

instance where an International undersea

bedTunnel will be constructed. We all know

how The Channel Tunnel benefitted the cause

of the European Union. It also gave a Boost to

the economies of UK and France. A similar

thing awaits India and Sri Lanka.

As far as the cost-effectiveness of this future

project is concerned, Costing was done as

follows:

British prices in pounds as on 1985 was

taken for estimates of building the

channel tunnel

Inflation of British Pound was adjusted

to 2014

It was then converted to US dollars at

2014 exchange rates

Cost was calculated for per km of

undersea bed tunnel (it was calculated

as $500 million for every Kilometre of

construction.

Values were then adjusted for PPP for

Indian Rupee vis-a-vis US Dollar as on

2011(latest figures).

Calculations show that it may cost around 5

billion dollars for both the sides. If it is equally

COSTING

·

·

·

·

·

divided between the stakeholders (India and

Sri Lanka) India must invest around 2.5 Billion

dollars. It is just a fraction of the amount

needed to, say, ensure food security every

year. Moreover, this investment will be spread

out over a period of 7-10 years (the time that

will be needed to finish constructing the

Tunnel).

Joint Venture between Govt. of India &

Sri Lanka

Funding from other sources like world

bank may also be considered

Consortium of ASEAN or SAARC

countries can also contribute

It can be taken up as PPP between

various stake-holders/investors

A S p e c i a l P u r p o s e Ve h i c l e ,

international in nature can be set up for

this project

India can also extend a line of credit to Sri

Lanka to encourage Sri Lankan participation in

the project. If need be, the spectrum of stake

holders may be broadened by allowing SAARC

nations or ASEAN to invest in the project. The

Rail Gauge of Sri Lanka is the same as that of

India, (i.e. Broad gauge). This provides great

scope for inter-operability of trains between the

two countries. Thus, the Tunnel is operationally

feasible.

Studies & surveys to be done to take

project forward

Hydro-Geological Studies

Tide Dynamics

S e d i m e n t a r y s a m p l i n g

(Limestone-ideal for Drilling)

FUNDING

v

v

v

v

v

ü

ü

·
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ü Seismic studies

Environmental/Ecological Survey

Construction Planning

1 tunnel for passenger trains.

1 for freight.

1 service tunnel between these above

two tunnels.

1 for oil/gas pipeline; OFC (optic fibre

·

·

·

·

·

·

TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION PLAN

cables); for electric lines, separate

tunnel may have to be constructed.

TOTALOF 3-5 TUNNELS INASINGLE PATH.

Rail Tunnels- Around 9-10 Metres

Diameter. Each tunnel contains single

track with catenary

Service Tunnels-around 5 metres

diameter

Auxiliary Tunnels for oil/gas; OFC; and

Electricity- around 3 metre Diameter

·

·

·

PASSAGE EVERY 400 METRES

Use of custom made Tunnel Boring Machines

(TBMs) to bore into the Miocene Limestone.

These machines move around 35 feet (10

metres) a day cutting through rock.
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Two undersea crossovers bring flexibility of

operation as trains can pass from one tunnel to

the other during night maintenance periods to

isolate a section of tunnel.

SIGNALLINGAND P-WAY

ETCS can be used or in case of High Speed

Railway; TVM 400 series of signalling standards

can be used.

The P-Way in each rail tunnel can have two

continuously welded rails laid on pre-cast concrete

supports embedded in the concrete track bed.

The system can be integrated with the high speed

railway network standards that India is planning to

develop. From the beginning itself, the India-Sri

Lanka tunnel rail can be a dedicated high speed rail

corridor.

Since the Indian high speed railway network

standards are evolving, and it may take 5-7 years

for the standards to be established, it overlaps with

the construction of the India-Sri Lanka tunnel (7-9

years) therefore, there will be enough time to

establish anIndia-Sri Lanka dedicated high speed

rail corridor.

Fixed equipment in the tunnels include: electricity

and catenary, rail track and signalling, mechanical

systems and control and communications.

36
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Cooling pipes, fire mains, signalling equipment

and cables are fixed to the sides of the tunnels and

are fed by cooling plants at either ends of tunnel.

Preliminary calculations show that, at a profit

margin of 6% for carrying freight (Assuming the

Lowest possible margin), The tunnel has to

transport 50 million tonnes of freight traffic or 2.3

million TEU equivalents every year for 10 years

before it breaks even. I.e. the project is financially

viable. The passenger traffic can be calculated

after extensive research depending on whether the

tunnel will run High speed trains or not. Thus, just

on the basis of expected freight traffic itself, the

project is financially viable; passenger traffic will

only improve the viability picture further. Extensive

survey needs to be done for detailed figures and as

such is outside the purview of this project.

Financial Viability is just one aspect of the larger

good that will come out of this project. The

immense StrategicAdvantages that this project will

provide India both in terms of economy and military

merits are invaluable. The political and social

goods that this project will generate is also

priceless and as such cannot be constrained by the

plain calculations of profit or loss.

These should be undertaken to improve the yields

from the Project.

Electrification &Upgradation of the

Pamban-Mandapam section on Indian

side

U p g r a d a t i o n o f Ta l a i m a n n a r -

Medawachchiya section on Sri Lankan

side.

There will be lot many Spin-Offs from this project.

India can make enormous strides in construction

and manufacturing. It can also develop intellectual

property in related areas.Thiswill be invaluable in

the long run in making India a knowledge based

economy.

FINANCIAL VIABILITY

Allied Projects

·

·

SPIN-OFFS

LONG-TERM BENEFITS

GAIN OF INTELLECTUALPROPERTY

Construction Technology

Hydro-Geological Data Of the Palk Strait

And Indian Ocean Region

Land Reclamation- The soil Excavated

during the Drilling Process can be used to

reclaim Land In the coastal region or fortify

sea defences in that region

Gain Of Managerial Confidence and better

use of Human Resources

Increased stature among the comity of

nations

Development of a strong South Asian

Union

A Well-Connected South Asian Economic

Community

A Beginning for a Consolidated Trans-

Asian Railway Network

It is possible for India and India alone in this region

to undertake a project of this magnitude and

complexity. India has enough of skilled manpower

and technical knowhow to undertake this project in

a cost effective manner.India has sent (and

actually landed) a probe on the Moon and sent a

spacecraft to Mars. Drilling under the sea bed here

on earth is well within our reach. It is true that

further detailed studies- Geological, Hydrological,

Various Assessments etc. have to be done to take

this project ahead. But whatever the challenges

that this project may throw up, India can well stand

up to it. It is in India's own interest that all its South

Asian neighbours prosper and develop.It is 'Indian

Providence' to build not only a strong South Asian

community but also take up the leadership role at

the international stage. And when this happens,

the day will not be far off when SouthAsia becomes

a free trade zone with more clout than any regional

grouping.
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& jtuh'k JhokLro
vkbZ vkj Vh ,l 2011

fjD'kkokyk

?kj x;k Fkk dqN fnuksa igys] cl ls mrjdj lkspk fjD'kk dj ywa

cqyk;k ,d fjD'ks okys dks rks rhu vk x,

rhu fdyksehVj nwj Fkk esjk ?kj LVs'ku ls

rhuks ls eksy Hkko djds] lkSnk 20 :i;s esa r; gqvk

vUreZu us dgk rhu fdyksehVj ds chl :i;s !! de gSa]

fQj lkspk fdruk [kjk lkSnk gS

rHkh ckfj'k vk x;h] mlus gqM yxk fn;k

eSa cp x;k Hkhxus ls] ij mldk D;k] oks rks Hkhx jgk Fkk]

D;k fdLer gS bl cspkjs dh] fny us lkspk

fQj] D;k Qjd iM+rk gS dgdj pqi gks x;k]

,d cw¡n fxjh flj ij] rks eq>s xqLlk vk;k ml ij]

dqN dgus gh okyk Fkk] fd mldk Hkhxk dqrkZ ns[kk pqi gks x;k]

vk/ks jkLrs gh igq¡pk Fkk fd nksLr dkj ysdj vk x;k]

eSa mrj x;k fjD'ks ls] lkspk cp x;k Hkhxus ls]

Åij ls bl mel esa ,lh dk etk]

ij mlds ekFks is fpark dh js[kk fn[kh]

lksp jgk gksxk fd vc rks nl gh feysaxs]

ij eSaus iwjs 20 fn, mls vkSj [kq'k gks x;k

fd tSls fdruk cM+k dke dj fn;k

ij mlh le; galus dh vkokt vk;h]

b/kj m/kj ns[kk dksbZ ugha Fkk]

fQj galus dh vkokt vk;h]

/;ku ls lquk rks irk pyk]

fd esjs vUnj ls dksbZ eq> ij gal jgk Fkk ----
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Rail : Putting transport on a Greener Track

- Dr. Kartik Hegdekatti
IRTS 2011 Batch

As one of the most efficient and environmentally

friendly ways to move people and goods, railways

have a tremendous potential to reduce the

environmental impact of transport and improve

the quality of life of Indian citizens. Indian policy

up to now has failed to properly address the

impacts of increasing transport demand, which is

a major source of greenhouse gas emissions and

a driver of global climate change. There is now an

urgent need for action to cut transport-related CO

emissions.

It is widely accepted that a modal shift towards

railways can contribute to meeting Indian targets

on climate protection and reducing greenhouse

gas emissions. A stronger role for rail will help to

achieve real progress towards the 2020 target of

a 20% cut in the EU's greenhouse gas emissions.

However, concerted action must be taken by

governments and policy-makers to help bring this

about. The rail sector is doing its part, having

already agreed on a voluntary target for 2020, to

cut its 1990 levels of specific emissions by 30%. It

is also funding research to work towards

standardized technologies that will further

improve environmental performance. More

needs to be done now to get traffic off the roads

and on to rail. Real prices have to be charged that

reflect the real costs caused by polluters. The

wider use of market-based instruments will bring

about more cost-oriented pricing and fairer

market conditions, which would lead to modal

shift, behavioural changes, and help pay for

improvements in rail infrastructure.

The greater use of combined transport will allow

each mode to use its strengths best – particularly

over long distances, where the use of road and

rail can complement rather than compete with

each other. How transport is affecting climate

change. The debate on climate change has

2

shifted dramatically in recent years. There is now

unequivocal scientific evidence – summarised in

the 2007 report from the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) – that global warming

is happening; that human actions are

responsible; and that this poses an enormous

threat to life on Earth.

Politicians, businesses and the public are

increasingly aware of the problem and are calling

for urgent action to cut the man-made emissions

of greenhouse gases (GHGs) that cause climate

change, in particular carbon dioxide (CO ).

Transport is a big contributor to climate change

Rail can play a larger part in reducing the

negative environmental effects of transport.

Globally, GHG emissions rose by 70% between

1970 and 2004. The IPCC predicts rises of

between 1° and 6°C from current levels by 2100,

depending on the levels of future GHG emissions.

If the higher estimates are accurate, there would

be catastrophic consequences, so decisive

action is a must.

In March 2007, as part of a wide-ranging attempt

to cut emissions, Indian heads of state agreed to

set legally binding targets to reduce India-wide

emissions of greenhouse gases by 20% of 1990

levels by 2020. This target may be increased to

30% by 2020 if a new global climate change

agreement is reached in Copenhagen in 2009.

The alarming performance of the transport sector

is largely due to road traffic, which accounts for

72% of transport emissions in the Indian(2005

figures). In contrast, rail accounts for just 1.6% of

total transport emissions, while it transports 6% of

all passengers and 10.3% of all freight. This is a

clear indicator that railways can do more for less.

A modal shift from road and air towards rail is one

obvious way to reduce CO emissions.

2

2

■

■
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Indian transport policy lacks a 'roadmap'. The

Indian institutions have repeatedly underlined the

need to address transport emissions. Yet the

measures agreed so far are not sufficient to

contain the negative environmental effects of

transport growth. Furthermore, there is still no

coherent 'roadmap' to reduce emissions from

transport. The rail sector strongly recommends

that transport policies in the Indian and elsewhere

start to make more use of the energy efficiency of

railways in order to progress towards the 2020

targets. Railways already offer the most energy-

efficient performance and are constantly

improving, both in terms of passenger km (PKM)

and tonne km (TKM).

No other major transport mode can boast energy

efficiency similar to that of rail transport.

Moreover, rail is the only mode that has

Sustainable rail transport

decreased its share of CO emissions since 1990.

All other motorised transport modes have

increased their share. Furthermore, modern

trains are equipped with 'regenerative systems'

that recover energy for power generation when

braking. Rail transport generates the lowest

Specific CO emissions compared with road, air,

and even waterborne transport. Rail emissions

are almost eight times lower than lorry emissions

and four times lower than inland waterway

emissions.

Rail offers the best overall efficiency and CO2

reduction performance

The rail sector leads by example, initiating

further voluntary improvements

High-level research is addressing noise and

pollution reduction

Thus governments, public and private

organizations should encourage the growth of

railway networks in the country.

2

2

■

■

■

Power of Thinking Big

Did you know that if you THINK BIG, you can do

anything? Obviously, you can do a lot more and

go much further in life. The reason is because

your mind controls your reality. The things you

think and believe influence the outcome of most of

the situations in your life.

People who set goals have already determined

what their outcome will be. Take for example

someone who wants to become successful. Let's

assume that this person is trying to be realistic

and only go so far. They know that in reality, they

can never go above and beyond, but what they do

know is that they can make it. While there is

nothing wrong with knowing you can do

something, it is important not to underestimate

yourself.

Trying to be “realistic” not only sets you up for

failure, but it causes you to think small. As we

grow up, we are all taught to set small,

reasonable goals.

There is nothing wrong with that, however it is

when you stop setting goals that causes you to

fail. The best way to practice thinking big is to

create a master plan for your success. Thinking in

small terms ultimately signifies lack of belief in

yourself.

“WHEN YOU BELIEVE, YOUR MIND WILL

FIND WAY TO DO”
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- Vipin Dwivedi
RA, IRITM
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